Cu doping effects on the electronic structure of Fe$_{1-x}$Cu$_x$Se
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Using angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy, we investigated the evolution of the electronic structure of Fe$_{1-x}$Cu$_x$Se from $x = 0$ to 0.10. We found that the substitution of Fe by Cu introduces extra electron carriers. The hole bands near the $\Gamma$ point were observed to shift downward with increasing doping $x$ and completely sank down below the Fermi level ($E_F$) for $x \gtrsim 0.05$. Meanwhile, the electron pockets near the M point became larger but lost the spectral weight near $E_F$. Concomitantly, the effective mass of the electron bands increased with doping. Our results show how a metal-insulator transition behavior occurs upon Cu doping in view of the electronic structure and provide a platform to further investigation on the origin of emergent magnetic fluctuation in Fe$_{1-x}$Cu$_x$Se.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Chemical substitution or doping studies have been widely conducted on correlated materials to control the electronic structure as well as physical properties. For example, it can change the chemical pressure, electron correlation, Fermi energy, and carrier density. As such, investigating the chemical substitution effects can provide critical clues to understanding the underlying mechanism for various phenomena such as emergent magnetism, metal-insulator transition (MIT), spin/charge density waves, and superconductivity [1–7].

Numerous chemical substitution studies have been performed on iron-based superconductors (IBSs) to understand the superconductivity and the interplay between the superconductivity and emergent phenomena [8,9]. Among IBSs, FeSe is a system for which chemical substitution studies have been intensively done. The resultant changes in the electronic, magnetic, and superconducting properties through doping have provided rich insights into the underlining nature of the superconductivity. Moreover, exotic phenomena such as Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer to Bose-Einstein condensation crossover and topological superconductivity have been observed in substituted FeSe$_{1-x}$S$_x$ and FeSe$_{1-x}$Te$_x$ systems [10–13]. While these studies have expanded the boundary of the rich physics in FeSe, most of the studies have been limited to the substitution of Se with isovalent atoms. There are relatively less substitution studies on the Fe site due to the challenge of synthesizing high-quality single crystals.

Investigating the Fe-site substitution may provide new opportunities for a better understanding of superconductivity and exploration of emergent phenomena. Cu-doped FeSe is a suitable candidate to perform such studies because of the recent success of high-quality single crystal synthesis [14]. Previous studies on Cu-doped FeSe have reported that the structural transition and superconductivity are suppressed by a small amount of Cu doping and that an MIT-like behavior appears with further doping [14,15]. This unexpected MIT in FeSe calls for systematic spectroscopic studies on the Cu doping effect [16]. In addition, emergence of magnetic fluctuation [17] and restoration of the critical temperature $T_c$ near 30 K under hydrostatic pressure [18] make the Fe$_{1-x}$Cu$_x$Se system even more interesting and ask for deeper understanding of its properties at the microscopic level. In elucidating the Cu doping effect and mechanism of emergent phenomena, the electronic structure information should be vital but has been lacking so far.

In this work, we report results of a systematic angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) study on Fe$_{1-x}$Cu$_x$Se ($x = 0, 0.02, 0.03, 0.05$, and 0.10) to investigate the electronic structure. It is found that Cu substitution accompanies an effective electron doping; the size of the hole (electron) pocket near the $\Gamma$ (M) point decreases (increases) with doping. In addition, for the electron bands near the M point, the near $E_F$ spectral weight is reduced while the effective mass increases, which shows how MIT is realized in terms of the electronic structure. Our work is the first to report the detailed electronic structure evolution of the Fe$_{1-x}$Cu$_x$Se system and may lay a platform to future studies on the origin of the emergent magnetic fluctuation in this doping range.
II. EXPERIMENT

High-quality single crystals of Fe$_{1-x}$Cu$_x$Se were synthesized by the chemical vapor transport method using a mixture of AlCl$_3$ and KCl as the transport agent [14]. In-plane electrical transport measurements were performed with a Quantum Design PPMS-9 system. ARPES measurements were performed using a home-laboratory-based system at Seoul National University. All spectra were acquired using a VG-Scienta electron analyzer and a discharge lamp from Seoul National University. All spectra were acquired using a home-laboratory-based system at Seoul National University. All spectra were acquired using a home-laboratory-based system at Seoul National University. All spectra were acquired using a home-laboratory-based system at Seoul National University.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1(a) shows an optical image of Fe$_{1-x}$Cu$_x$Se single crystals. Sizable single crystals with various doping concentrations were obtained and used in our ARPES experiments. The chemical composition of crystals was determined by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy. Temperature-dependent in-plane resistivity for various dopings is shown in Fig. 1(b). Consistent with previous results [14,15], the critical temperature $T_c$ and the structural transition temperature $T_s$ are completely suppressed when Cu is only slightly doped ($x < 0.02$). For a better comparison, we plot the first derivative of the resistivity in the inset. There is an anomaly near 86 K for the $x = 0$ sample which indicates $T_s$, while no signature of such anomaly is observable for $x = 0.02$. A heat-capacity measurement shows a consistent $T_c$ value [14]. In addition to the suppression of the phase transition, MIT-like behavior is observed in the doping-dependent resistivity data. An upturn in the resistivity curve is observed for $x = 0.05$ and 0.10, while metallic behavior is observed over the entire temperature range for lower doping concentrations. Similar MIT behavior is reported for Cu-doped iron pnictide systems [19,20], which implies that the Cu doping effect may be universal in IBSs.

We performed ARPES experiments to investigate the Cu doping effect on the electronic structure of Fe$_{1-x}$Cu$_x$Se. Figures 2(a)–2(e) show Fermi surface maps of Fe$_{1-x}$Cu$_x$Se for different Cu concentrations. FeSe data were taken at 100 K to avoid the change in the band structure from the nematic phase transition which occurs near 90 K [21], while other data were taken at 20 K since no structural transition is observed for these concentrations as mentioned above. This allows us to systematically compare the band structures of Fe$_{1-x}$Cu$_x$Se with various $x$ values. With increasing Cu doping, the hole pockets near the Γ point gradually get smaller and eventually disappear for $x > 0.05$. On the other hand, the size of the electron pockets near the M$_1$ and M$_2$ points increases. The overall change of the Fermi surface topology suggests that Cu substitution dopes electrons in the FeSe system. A number of studies reported that Cu doping to IBSs may result in hole doping [22,23]. Especially at low temperature, the Hall coefficient changes from a negative number for the pristine FeSe to a positive number for Cu-doped FeSe, suggesting hole-dominant carrier properties in transport properties [14,15]. However, our result shows an electron doping behavior in Fe$_{1-x}$Cu$_x$Se as observed for the cases Ba(Fe$_{1-x}$Cu$_x$)$_2$As$_2$ and NaFe$_{1-x}$Cu$_x$As [24–26]. At present, it appears to be difficult to find a simple explanation for this discrepancy in the carrier property from the two methods and further investigation is needed to resolve the issue. Meanwhile, the overall shape of the electron pockets becomes more circular in comparison to the two perpendicularly crossing elliptical-shaped Fermi surface pockets of the pristine FeSe (inset of Fig. 2 and Supplemental Material [27]). These large circular electron pockets with the absence of the hole pockets at the Γ point suggests an interesting similarity to the Fermi surface topology of heavily electron-doped FeSe systems such as intercalated FeSe [28] and one monolayer FeSe grown on SrTiO$_3$ [29].

In order to illustrate the evolution of the electronic structure in detail, we compare band dispersions along a high-symmetry direction. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show a high-symmetry cut of FeSe near the Γ point and its schematic electronic structure, respectively. Similar to the results of previous FeSe studies [30–32], the so-called α- and β-hole bands with $d_{xz}$ and $d_{yz}$ orbital characters and the γ band with the $d_{yz}$ orbital can be clearly seen in our results. The effect of Cu doping is well resolved in these high-symmetry cut data [Figs. 3(c)–3(f)] and their corresponding second-derivative spectra [Figs. 3(g)–3(j)]. The data clearly show that hole bands shift downward with doping. Especially, the α-hole band locates completely below $E_F$ from $x > 0.05$, resulting in a strong reduction in the near $E_F$ spectral weight. The temperature dependence of the $x = 0.05$ and 0.10 data (Supplemental Material [27]) shows that the downward shift of the α-hole band is indeed an intrinsic property. Such dramatic change in the Fermi surface topology and the near $E_F$ spectral weight may be at least partially responsible for the insulating behavior for $x > 0.05$. Note that the weak residual hole pocket feature near the Γ point in the Fermi surface maps of $x = 0.05$ and 0.10 in Fig. 2 is from broadening of the dispersion tail, possibly due to impurity scattering. In Figs. 3(k) and 3(l), we plot doping-dependent energy distribution curves (EDCs) at the Γ point and their second derivatives, respectively. Red, green, and blue arrows indicate the topmost energy positions of the α, β, and γ bands, respectively. A summary of the band
FIG. 2. (a)–(c) Fermi surface map of Fe_{1−x}Cu_{x}Se for different Cu concentrations. The inset shows the second derivative of the Fermi surface map near the M2 point. x = 0 data were taken at 100 K in order to avoid the band structure change from the nematic phase transition, while others were taken at 20 K. All the data were taken with the same ARPES spectrometer and identical experimental setting parameters.

FIG. 3. (a) High-symmetry cut data taken near the Γ point at 20 K and (b) a schematic electronic structure. The inset in panel (a) schematically shows the Fermi surface pockets. The red line marks the high-symmetry cut direction. (c)–(f) High-symmetry cuts and (g)–(j) their second derivative data near the Γ point for various x. (k) Energy distribution curves (EDCs) at Γ and (l) their second derivatives. Red, green, and blue arrows indicate the positions of the α, β, and γ bands, respectively. (m) Band positions as a function of Cu concentration extracted from the EDCs plotted in panels (k) and (l).

Doping-dependent band structures around the M point are also investigated. Figures 4(a)–4(e) show high-symmetry cut data near the M2 point measured at 20 K. We find that the splitting of the hole band for x = 0 (two red dashed lines) in Fig. 4(a), a well-known spectroscopic signature for the nematic phase, is not observed anymore in data in Figs. 4(b)–4(e). This observation supports the fact that the nematic phase is suppressed upon Cu doping as mentioned above. For a better visualization, we also plotted the second-derivative spectra in Figs. 4(f)–4(j). It is seen in the data that the electron pocket positions is shown in Fig. 3(m) which clearly shows a downward shift for the hole bands through Cu doping. It needs to be emphasized that the doping effect appears more severe for the α and β bands compared to the γ band. In other words, d_{xz}/yz orbitals are more susceptible to the electron doping than the d_{xy} orbital, implying an orbital-selective doping dependence near the Γ region.

FIG. 4. (a)–(e) High-symmetry cuts near the M2 point taken at 20 K and (g)–(j) the corresponding second derivatives. The inset in panel (a) shows a schematic Fermi surface with the high-symmetry line along which data were taken. (k) Doping-dependent second-derivative EDCs at k = 0.0 Å⁻¹. Black arrows mark the bottom positions of the electron bands. (l) Angle-integrated spectra near the M2 point. A momentum integration window of (−0.4 Å⁻¹, 0.4 Å⁻¹) was used. (m) Effective mass of the electron band as a function of doping. The effective mass obtained from the M1 (M2) point is represented by blue (red) squares. The inset schematically shows the experimental geometry.

m'* is the free electron mass.
size increases with Cu doping. It is worth noting that the two electron bands are observed for $x = 0.02$ and $0.03$ even though they cannot be distinguished for $x = 0.05$ and $0.10$ due to the low statistics of the data. Figure 4(k) shows doping-dependent EDCs from the second-derivative data. The black arrow indicates the bottom position of the electron band. A downward shift of the electron band through doping is clearly noted. Figure 4(l) shows angle-integrated spectra over a momentum window of $(-0.4 \AA^{-1}, 0.4 \AA^{-1})$. The near $E_F$ spectral weight gradually decreases as Cu is doped. In addition, the effective mass of the inner electron band is determined by a parabolic fit of the dispersion as shown in Figs. 4(b)–4(e). The effective mass is almost doubled by Cu doping as seen in Fig. 4(m) (red square). Enhancement of the effective mass near the $M_1$ point was also observed (blue square). We double-checked it using a different fitting method and obtained the same result (see Supplemental Material [27]). As mentioned above, the electron Fermi surface pockets near the $M$ point look similar to those of heavily electron-doped FeSe systems which also show an enhanced effective mass compared to the pristine FeSe. Especially, the effective mass for $x = 0.10$ is similar to that of one monolayer FeSe grown on SrTiO$_3$ [33]. Although Cu-doped FeSe ($x = 0.10$) has a similar Fermi surface topology and correlation to one monolayer FeSe grown on SrTiO$_3$, it lacks superconductivity, which may be due to the impurity effect from the Cu doping.

Our observations suggest that a simple momentum mixing impurity effect cannot be solely responsible for the MIT in Cu-doped FeSe. In addition to the impurity effect, the change in the Fermi surface topology through suppression of the hole pockets may be related to the insulating phase. Moreover, the enhanced correlation with the Cu doping (larger effective mass as observed for the electron bands at the $M$ point) should also be considered. Emergence of a Mott-insulating state in heavily Cu-doped NaFeAs [19,34] may also point to the importance of electron correlation in Cu-doped FeSe systems. Assuming that each Cu substitution results in the doping of an electron, MIT appears when the total electron number of the Fe 3$d$ orbital is about 6.15 [35]. Therefore, the standard Mott transition theory cannot account for the insulating state of this system because the electron filling number is not an integer [36]. Additional electronic and magnetic orders or other factors from electron correlation should trigger the transition to an insulating phase.

As for magnetism, previous studies reported that magnetic fluctuation exists for $x = 0.04$ [17]. Our data show that the hole band’s top position at $\Gamma$ goes below $E_F$ at a similar Cu concentration. Thus, the origin of this magnetic fluctuation may not be solely explained within a Fermi surface nesting picture which is believed to be primarily responsible for the magnetism in IBSs [37]. Instead, Fermi surface topology change and enhanced correlation should be certainly included in theoretical models to explain the magnetism in Fe$_{1-x}$Cu$_x$Se. Concrete understanding requires further theoretical and experimental studies.

IV. CONCLUSION

We report results of a detailed electronic structure study on Fe$_{1-x}$Cu$_x$Se. We observe that the size of the hole (electron) pockets near the $\Gamma$ (M) point decreases (increases) with doping. With the increase of doping, we find that the hole band’s top position at the $\Gamma$ point is located below $E_F$, which changes the overall Fermi surface topology. In addition, it is found that the effective mass of the electron band at the M point increases upon Cu doping. Our observation explains, in terms of electronic structure, why the Fe$_{1-x}$Cu$_x$Se system shows a MIT behavior and may shed light on the mechanism of the magnetic fluctuation.
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